Light-Induced Gaps in Semiconductor Band-to-Band Transitions
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We observe a triplet around the third harmonic of the semiconductor band gap when exciting 50–100 nm thin GaAs films with 5 fs pulses at $3 \times 10^{12}$ W/cm$^2$. The comparison with solutions of the semiconductor Bloch equations allows us to interpret the observed peak structure as being due to a two-band Mollow triplet. This triplet in the optical spectrum is a result of light-induced gaps in the band structure, which arise from coherent band mixing. The theory is formulated for full tight-binding bands and uses no rotating-wave approximation.
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When an intense light field at frequency $\omega_0$ excites band-to-band transitions in a semiconductor, additional energy gaps can evolve within the original bands [Fig. 1(b)]. These so-called light-induced gaps [1–5] are the analog of the induced doublets, split by the Rabi frequency $\Omega_0$, in a resonantly excited two-level system [Fig. 1(a)]. Here, two out of the four possible optical transitions are energetically degenerate. Hence, the optical spectrum consists of three peaks—the famous Mollow triplet for atoms [6,7] or excitons [8,9]. In the semiconductor band case, the light-induced gap in, e.g., the conduction band arises because the original conduction band and the one-photon sideband of the valence band lead to an avoided crossing. The corresponding Hopfield coefficients [1] determine the amount of conduction band admixture. It is crucial to note that this admixture can be finite even far away from the fictitious crossing point. This statement becomes particularly important for Rabi energies $\hbar \Omega_0$ approaching the photon energy $\hbar \omega_0$, while it can be neglected for small Rabi energies. The latter case is tacitly assumed in previous graphical representations of calculated light-induced gaps. Importantly, as a result of this finite admixture, optical transitions between the induced bands are possible throughout an appreciable fraction of momentum space. Consequently, the transitions acquire considerable spectral weight. Again, two out of the four sets of possible optical transitions are energetically degenerate and a triplet results, which we will refer to as the two-band Mollow triplet in what follows.

Light-induced gaps in semiconductor bands have not unambiguously been observed yet. In order to observe the splitting, it clearly has to be larger than the damping. As typical electron dephasing times under relevant conditions are on the order of 10 fs or less, the Rabi oscillation period has to be shorter than this value. This brings one close to Rabi frequencies approaching the frequency of light—a regime which has previously been referred to as carrier-wave Rabi flopping [10]. In this regime, a splitting in the third-harmonic spectra has been observed [11]. However, as the measurements have been compared only with calculations on the basis of two-level systems [11], skepticism has been expressed whether this interpretation was correct indeed. Furthermore, later theoretical work [12] showed that the original experimental data

FIG. 1. (a) Scheme of the two-level system Mollow triplet for resonant excitation, i.e., $\Omega = \omega_0$. (b) Light-induced gaps (gray areas) are the analog for excitation within the bands of a semiconductor. The square modulus of the Hopfield coefficients [1] of the four resulting bands is superimposed onto them by a gray scale: Black corresponds to 1, white to 0. GaAs parameters $\Delta = 42$ eV, $\epsilon_0 = 13.5$, and $\epsilon_\infty = 2.2$. The comparison with solutions of the semiconductor Bloch equations allows us to interpret the observed peak structure as being due to a two-band Mollow triplet. This triplet in the optical spectrum is a result of light-induced gaps in the band structure, which arise from coherent band mixing. The theory is formulated for full tight-binding bands and uses no rotating-wave approximation.
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were to some extent obscured by propagation effects within the sample.

In this Letter we present fully dynamical solutions of the semiconductor Bloch equations for tight-binding bands with semiphenomenological density- and energy-dependent dephasing and relaxation and without employing the rotating-wave approximation. Using parameters of the model semiconductor GaAs, we find that the light-induced gaps in the original bands lead to a background-free replica of the two-band Mollow triplet around the third harmonic of the fundamental band gap. The computed emission spectra are in almost quantitative agreement with corresponding thin-film measurements. This direct comparison of experiment and theory delivers the first unambiguous observation of light-induced gaps in semiconductor band-to-band transitions.

In our experiments, we employ 5 fs linearly polarized optical pulses from a Ti:sapphire mode-locked laser oscillator [13]. The pulses are tightly focused onto the GaAs film, held at room temperature, by means of a high numerical aperture (NA = 0.5) reflective microscope objective. This leads to a spot radius of about 1 μm. We estimate that an average laser power of 36.5 mW in front of the sample at \( f_p = 81 \text{ MHz} \) repetition frequency corresponds to a peak intensity of \( I = 2.8 \times 10^{12} \text{ W/cm}^2 \). With dielectric constant \( \varepsilon = 10.9 \) for GaAs, we further estimate a peak electric field of \( \vec{E}_0 \approx 2.1 \times 10^9 \text{ V/m} \) inside the sample. To get to these large fields in the experiment without damaging the sample, we have already chopped the laser intensity at about 100 Hz frequency and with about 3% duty cycle. The light emitted by the sample into the forward direction is collected by a second and with about 3% duty cycle. The light emitted by the sample into the forward direction is collected by a second reflective microscope objective (NA = 0.5), spectrally prefiltred by a sequence of four fused-silica Brewster-angle prisms to suppress the overwhelmingly prominent prefiltered by a sequence of four fused-silica Brewster-angle prisms to suppress the overwhelmingly prominent prefiltered by a sequence of four fused-silica Brewster-angle prisms to suppress the overwhelmingly prominent prefiltered by a sequence of four fused-silica Brewster-angle prisms to suppress the overwhelmingly prominent prefiltered by a sequence of four fused-silica Brewster-angle prisms to suppress the overwhelmingly prominent prefiltered by a sequence of four fused-silica Brewster-angle prisms to suppress the overwhelmingly prominent prefiltered by a sequence of four fused-silica Brewster-angle prisms to suppress the overwhelmingly prominent prefiltered by a sequence of four fused-silica Brewster-angle prisms to suppress the overwhelmingly prominent prefiltered by a sequence of four fused-silica Brewster-angle prisms to suppress the overwhelmingly prominent prefiltered by a sequence of four fused-silica Brewster-angle prisms to suppress the overwhelmingly prominent prefiltered by a sequence of four fused-silica Brewster-angle prisms to suppress the overwhelmingly prominent prefiltered by a sequence of four fused-silica Brewster-angle prisms to suppress the overwhelmingly prominent prefiltered by a sequence of four fused-silica Brewster-angle prisms to suppress the overwhelmingly predominant signal peak around the third harmonic of the GaAs band gap (\( 3E_g = 4.26 \text{ eV} \)). At high excitation (upper solid curve), this peak splits into three, one of which merges with the surface SHG. The following theoretical discussion will allow us to assign these three peaks to the two-band Mollow triplet arising from the light-induced gaps in the original semiconductor bands.

For the theoretical analysis we use the semiconductor Bloch equations. It is known [3,4] that they are of the form of the Gross-Pitaevskii equation for the order parameter of a weakly nonideal Bose condensate. Because of the large spectral width of the pulses we do not make the usual effective mass approximation, but rather account for full bands. For simplicity, the (heavy-hole) valence (v) and conduction (c) bands are described by cubic tight-binding cosine bands. The coefficients are determined by fitting the resulting band structure to the GaAs band gap of \( E_g = 1.42 \text{ eV} \) and its effective masses. The light-hole valence band leads to a smaller transition strength and is neglected. Furthermore, the Hartree-Fock (HF) Coulomb exchange interaction is taken into account,

\[
H_{\text{coul}} = - \sum_{\substack{n,m,k,q \neq \bar{q}}} V_q (\rho_{nm,k+\bar{q}} - \delta_{n,v} \delta_{m,c}) a_{n,k}^+ a_{m,k},
\]

with the bare Coulomb potential \( V_q = (\nu e^2/4\pi \varepsilon_0 V) \sum_{\bar{q}+\delta} (\epsilon_{\bar{q}+\delta}/|\vec{R}|) \), where \( \varepsilon_0 \) is the background dielectric constant, \( \nu \) is the volume of a unit cell, \( V \) is the crystal volume, and \( \vec{R} \) is a lattice vector. Note that this crystal sum is generally different from the Fourier transform of \( V(r) \). The density matrix \( \rho \) is defined as \( \rho_{nm,k} = \langle a_{n,k}^+ a_{m,k} \rangle \). In (1), we have subtracted the exchange energy...
for the filled valence band, because that has already been accounted for in the band structure calculation. The coupling to the light field is treated in the usual dipole approximation [14]. We split the time derivative of the density matrix into a coherent part and a dissipative part due to various types of collisions,

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \rho_{nm,k}(t) = \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \rho_{nm,k}^{coh}(t) + \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \rho_{nm,k}^{coll}(t).
\]

The equation of motion of the coherent time evolution is

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \rho_{nm,k}^{coh}(t) = -\frac{i}{\hbar} (e_{n,k}(t) - e_{m,k}(t)) \rho_{nm,k}^{coh}(t) + \sum_{n_i} (\Omega_{mn_m,k}^R(t) \rho_{n,m,k}(t) - \rho_{n_m,k}^{coh}(t) \Omega_{nm,k}^R(t)).
\]

The HF renormalized energies are

\[
e_{n,k}(t) = e_{n,k} - \sum_{k'} V_{kk'} (\rho_{kn,k'}(t) - \delta_{nk}),
\]

with the single-particle energy bands \(e_{n,k}\) and the HF renormalized Rabi energies are

\[
\hbar \Omega_{nm,k}^R(t) = [d_k E(t) + \sum_{q} V_{q} \rho_{nm,q-k}(t)] \sigma_{nm},
\]

where \(d_k\) is the momentum-dependent dipole matrix element, \(E(t)\) the electric field of the laser pulse, and

\[
\sigma^z = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 1 \\ 1 & 0 \end{pmatrix}
\]

is a Pauli spin matrix. Note that the rotating-wave approximation has not been made. As we do not intend to treat the effects of different polarizations of light and momentum anisotropies, we introduce an isotropic density matrix which depends only on energy by a directional averaging.

In the regime of a few femtoseconds, the dissipative kinetics is governed by LO-phonon and by Coulomb scattering. The latter dominates at carrier densities of \(10^{20} \text{cm}^{-3}\) in the present experiments. A full quantum kinetic treatment along the lines of Ref. [15] is numerically too demanding under these conditions. Hence, we employ a phenomenological description—with parameters based on earlier findings [15,16]. For the dephasing of the off-diagonal density matrix elements we take into account that the damping is the sum of a constant contribution due to LO-phonon scattering and a term proportional to the third root of the carrier density \(n\) [16]. To account for the additional energy dependence, we use the following dephasing for the various interband polarization \(p\) components \((n \neq m)\),

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \rho_{nm}(\epsilon, t) \bigg|_{\text{coll}} = -\gamma_p(\epsilon, t) \rho_{nm}(\epsilon, t),
\]

where \(\epsilon\) is the excess energy with respect to the unrenormalized band gap and the density- and energy-dependent damping rate is given by

\[
\gamma_p(\epsilon, t) = \gamma_p^0 + c_p n^{1/3}(t) \left(1 + \frac{\epsilon}{\Delta_0 + a(\epsilon)^3}\right).
\]

The damping (7) increases with excess energy \(\epsilon\) because of the increasing number of decay channels. Parameters are as follows: \(\gamma_p^0 = 1/(300 \text{fs})\), \(c_p = 3.4 \times 10^{-8} \text{cm}^3 \text{fs}^{-1}\), \(\Delta_0 = 25 \text{meV}\), \(a = 1 \text{meV}\), and \(\epsilon_0 = 1400 \text{meV}\). For the longitudinal relaxation, however, an energy-dependent rate would not be a conserving approximation. Hence, we use an energy-independent rate \(\gamma_e(t)\) for the longitudinal \((\epsilon)\) relaxation

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \rho_{en}(\epsilon, t) \bigg|_{\text{coll}} = -\gamma_e(t) (\rho_{en}(\epsilon, t) - f_0[\epsilon, n(t)]),
\]

where \(f_0[\epsilon, n(t)]\) is the thermal \((T = 300 \text{K})\) equilibrium Fermi function belonging to the density at time \(t\) and

\[
\gamma_e(t) = \gamma_e^0 + c_e n^{1/3}(t).
\]

Theoretical results.—Two calculated third-harmonic spectra are shown in Fig. 2. For the lower field of \(E_0 = 0.23 \times 10^9 \text{V/m}\), the computed third-harmonic spectrum (lower dashed curve) consists of a single maximum, roughly centered around the third harmonic of the GaAs band edge, in agreement with experiment (lower solid curve). The theoretical peak is somewhat broader, which is likely due to the approximations made (pulse shape and/or scattering processes). For the higher field of \(E_0 = 1.65 \times 10^9 \text{V/m}\), the theoretical spectrum (upper dashed curve) exhibits three maxima around 4,3, 3.8, and 3.5 \text{eV}, again in agreement with the experiment (upper solid curve). Because of their energetic separation we interpret these three peaks as manifestations of the two-band Mollow triplet. The splitting has to be calculated from the appropriately averaged renormalized Rabi frequency. The triplet is not symmetrical around 3\(\epsilon_{\text{coh}}\) but is rather redshifted due to renormalization effects. Also note that the absolute value of the estimated “high” peak electric field of \(E_0 = 2.1 \times 10^9 \text{V/m}\) inside the GaAs film is merely 21% larger than the corresponding value of \(E_0 = 1.65 \times 10^9 \text{V/m}\) used in the calculations. This difference is well within the errors of the experimental estimate and the accuracy with which the theory is able to determine the correct dipole matrix element. Notice that the chosen pulse duration of \(7 \text{fs}\) is somewhat larger than the experimental duration of \(5 \text{fs}\) (see above).
FIG. 3. Calculated inversion for various excess energies $\epsilon$ versus time $t$ for a peak electric field of $E_0 = 1.65 \times 10^6$ V/m. Parameters are identical to Fig. 2. For $t = 20$ fs the carrier density equals $1.1 \times 10^{20}/$cm$^3$. The lower part shows the laser electric field $E(t)$ versus time.

effectively accounts for remaining pulse distortions due to propagation effects in the GaAs film [12] and/or for some residual chirp on the incident pulses. For $\delta t = 5$ fs, the third-harmonic spectra tend to exhibit a shift towards higher energies in comparison with the experiment. The detailed shape of the third-harmonic spectra also depends on the shape of the pulse envelope $E(t)$. For the investigation of this aspect we have used a slightly widened “experimental pulse shape” and found (not shown) that one can further improve the agreement with experiment, at the cost of additional fitting parameters.

To further support our interpretation in terms of the two-band Mollow triplet in the frequency domain corresponding to Rabi flopping of band-to-band transitions in the time domain, we depict the inversion components, $\rho_{\sigma\sigma}(\epsilon, t) - \rho_{\sigma\sigma}(\epsilon, t)$, in Fig. 3 for various excess energies $\epsilon$. Parameters are identical to high excitation in Fig. 2. The structures with twice the frequency of light due to the carrier-wave oscillation lead to third-harmonic generation, their modulation to the triplet in Fig. 2. At small excess energies (close to the band edge), the inversion nearly performs a complete Rabi flop during the first half of the pulse ($t < 0$). A second Rabi flop roughly between $t = -1$ fs and $t = 6$ fs is already very heavily damped. At later times, dissipative rather than coherent kinetics dominates and the low-energy states are filled from above. At large excess energies, where the dephasing is stronger, only an irreversible increase of the inversion is left after the pulse has passed. Based on our experience with quantum kinetics [15,16], we expect that the window of coherent dynamics would be widened to a certain extent by the use of a non-Markovian retarded description of electron-electron scattering. We have checked that replacing the above electron-phonon scattering by electron-phonon quantum kinetics leads to no significant changes.

In conclusion, we have observed a triplet peak structure in our experiments on thin films of the model semiconductor GaAs. Fully dynamical solutions of the semiconductor Bloch equations are in almost quantitative agreement with the experiment. This comparison allows us to assign the peak structure to the two-band Mollow triplet, which is an immediate consequence of the light-induced gaps in the original conduction and valence band, respectively. A key parameter is the Rabi energy. Only if it becomes comparable to the photon energy, optical transitions between the induced bands have sufficient spectral weight throughout an appreciable fraction of momentum space. Finally, we note that we have also found the modulation due to the two-band Mollow triplet in calculations [18] in a pump/probe geometry for slightly negative delay times and for otherwise similar excitation conditions. This shows that light-induced gaps in semiconductor bands can possibly be observed also by other experimental techniques.
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[14] The $\vec{p} \cdot \vec{A}$ coupling delivers qualitatively similar results.
[17] In the theory, the third-harmonic spectrum for $\phi = 0$ is practically identical to the $\phi$-averaged spectrum, which is measured in the experiment.